Lecturer - Math Foundations & Quantitative Reasoning Program (4 positions)

John Jay College of Criminal Justice of the City University of New York

Job Location: New York, NY
Job Category: Mathematics
Posted: September 13

The City University of New York (CUNY) is the nation's leading urban public university serving more than 480,000 students in a wide range of educational programs at 24 colleges and institutions in New York City.

Job ID: 6536

Regular/Temporary: Regular

FACULTY VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

Performs teaching and related faculty functions in area(s) of expertise.

John Jay College of Criminal Justice is pleased to announce four positions for lecturers in its new Math Foundations and Quantitative Reasoning Program. The successful candidates will work with the Program Coordinator and a team of faculty to develop and deliver effective, foundational math curricula that is designed to promote student interest and learning in math. This is an opportunity for a learner-centered educator who is committed to undergraduate math teaching at the foundational levels.

John Jay College of Criminal Justice, a senior college of the City University of New York (CUNY), is an internationally recognized leader in educating for justice, committed to the advancement of justice and just societies. It is a public liberal arts college that enriches the entire learning experience by highlighting themes of justice across the arts, sciences, humanities, and social sciences. Located steps from Lincoln Center at the cultural heart of New York City, the College offers bachelors and masters degrees and participates in the doctoral programs of the Graduate School of the City University of New York. John Jay College is also recognized for serving a broadly diverse student population. Under the leadership of its fourth president, Jeremy Travis, John Jay College has experienced unprecedented faculty hiring, an expansion of its curricular offerings, and the opening in 2011 of a new 600,000 square foot building complete with a black-box theatre, state-of-the-art lab space for students and faculty, a moot courtroom, and a variety of virtual learning settings. As evidenced by so many on-going developments, the College offers its many new faculty and staff the opportunity to shape the future of their institution.

QUALIFICATIONS

- Bachelor's degree and at least two years of experience teaching lower division mathematics such as Remedial Mathematics, College Algebra, Liberal Arts mathematics, Finite or Discrete Mathematics, and Pre-Calculus to urban college students
- Experience teaching secondary mathematics or have keen knowledge of issues impacting students of mathematics in urban secondary schools
- Evidence of teaching effectiveness
- Team player committed to the mathematics education of undergraduate students
- Interest in the assessment of student learning and the on-going improvement of instruction
- Superior ability to communicate orally and in writing to students, faculty, staff and administrators required

Strong preference will be given to candidates with:
- Graduate degree in mathematics education (M.S., M.A., M.Ed., and/or Ed.D.C.T., Ed.D or Ph.D. in Mathematics Education) or closely
related area
-15+ hours of graduate mathematics course work taken as part of, or in addition to, graduate degree
- Demonstrated learner-centered approach to instruction
- Experience using technology in instruction
- Evidence or willingness to create curriculum that supports the learning of mathematics
- Initial, Professional, or Permanent Teaching Certification in Secondary Mathematics that is current (Issued from any one of the U.S. states)

COMPENSATION

Salary is commensurate with experience and qualifications.

CUNY offers faculty a competitive compensation and benefits package covering health insurance, pension and retirement benefits, paid parental leave, and savings programs. We also provide mentoring and support for research, scholarship, and publication as part of our commitment to ongoing faculty professional development.

HOW TO APPLY

To apply please click "Apply Now" below. Once you have registered or logged in with your user name and password, please upload following materials as one document:

(1) Cover letter to the Search Committee for the Lecturer Positions Math Foundations and Quantitative Reasoning Program that expresses interest and suitability for the position (maximum 2 pages)
(2) Curriculum vitae
(3) A statement of teaching philosophy (maximum 1 page)

- AND -

4) Three letters of recommendation MUST be sent directly by the referees to:
Office of the Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Search Committee for Lecturer in Math Foundations and Quantitative Reasoning Program
Haaren Hall
524 West 59th Street, Room 532
New York, New York 10019

All material must be received by the closing date or the application will not be considered.

CLOSING DATE

November 11, 2012

JOB SEARCH CATEGORY

CUNY Job Posting: Faculty

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

We are committed to enhancing our diverse academic community by actively encouraging people with disabilities, minorities, veterans, and women to apply. We take pride in our pluralistic community and continue to seek excellence through diversity and inclusion. EO/AA Employer.
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